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Acute hyperventilation syndrome not only can be clinically misdiagnosed as epileptic seizures, but also 

complex partial seizures may involve hyperventilation as a part of aura. Although electrography (EEG) 

monitoring is one of the most important procedure to differentiate these conditions, it could not be widely 

used in emergency department. Variety forms of epileptic attack, mainly idiopathic generalized epilepsy, 

are provoked by voluntary hyperventilation. In contrast, it is not clear whether hyperventilation can 

activate the partial seizures. We reported a case of acute hyperventilation syndrome (HSV) mimicking 

first onset complex partial seizure, impending non-convulsive status epilepticus, which was diagnosed 

by EEG in the emergency department. The electrographic seizure was provoked again by voluntary 

hyperventilation after clinical improvement. (2015;5:20-22)
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Introduction

Acute hyperventilation syndrome (HVS) represents a relatively 

common presentation at emergency department. The neurologist is 

likely to encounter HVS in the context of diverse symptoms including 

dizziness, palpitation, paresthesia in the extremities or periorally, 

muscle spasm related to tetany, confusion or agitation and deperson-

alization sensations.1 Epileptic seizures may also involve hyper-

ventilation as part of the aura.1 On the other hands, hyperventilation 

is also considered to be a traditional seizure provoking procedure, es-

pecially in idiopathic generalized epilepsy rather than in partial 

epilepsy.2

Although electroencephalography (EEG) monitoring is one of the 

most important procedure to differential these conditions, EEG could 

not be widely used in emergency department. We report a case of 

acute HVS mimicking first onset complex partial seizure, impending 

non-convulsive status epilepticus, which was diagnosed by EEG in 

the emergency department. The EEG seizure was provoked again by 

voluntary hyperventilation after clinical improvement.

Case

A 61-year-old previously healthy woman presented to emergency 

department with altered consciousness starting from 30 minutes 

ago. Her symptom was developed after blunt head trauma during 

personal assault. The patient had no history of medical illness includ-

ing epilepsy or seizure, nor was there any relevant family history. Her 

vital signs were within normal range except for a high respiration rate 

of over 30/min. On neurologic examination, the patient was con-

fused, and could not respond appropriately to external stimuli just 

making incomprehensive sounds repeatedly. Recurrent tremulous 

movements in jaw and both hands were observed. There were no 

other lateralizing or localizing signs on examination.

The arterial blood gas analysis showed respiratory alkalosis (pH 

7.431, pCO2 28.0 mmHg, pO2 100.6 mmHg, HCO3 18.8 mmol/L, O2 

saturation 98.1%). There were no abnormalities on complete blood 

counts, chemistry panel, urinalysis and electrocardiography. There 

was no obvious evidence of brain injury in CT (Fig. 1A). Since her con-

sciousness was not recovered until 2 hours after visiting, she under-

went continuous EEG monitoring at emergency department. EEG 

revealed recurrent rhythmic theta waves in the right temporal areas 

with secondary bilateral synchrony (Fig. 2A, B). Brain MRI including 

diffusion weighted image showed no remarkable lesion except multi-

ple dots in white mater (Fig. 1B). With intravenous lorazepam (4 mg) 

followed by intravenous levetiracetam (2,000 mg) treatment, she re-

covered without any complication 1 day after admission. Follow-up 
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Figure 1. Brain CT. (A) reveals no abnormality and MRI (B) shows no remarkable abnormality, except white matter changes. 
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Figure 2. Continuous EEG monitoring shows (A) recurrent rhythmic theta wave activities in right temporal areas (black arrow) with (B) secondary bilateral 

synchrony. Followed EEG reveals (C) normal background activities and (D) provoked electrographic seizure after hyperventilation (white arrow).

EEG reveals normal background activities (Fig. 2C) but electrographic 

seizure was provoked at 30 seconds after hyperventilation ended 

(Fig. 2D).

Discussion

This is a case report of EEG based diagnosis of first onset recurrent 

complex partial seizures in emergency department which is provoked 

by hyperventilation. The clinical presentations which were confusion 

after minor head trauma associated with personal assault, sign of hy-

perventilation, respiratory alkalosis, normal brain image and no pre-

vious history of seizure or epilepsy could met a criteria of acute HVS. 

Acute HVS presents with obvious overbreathing and tachypnea 

and may have associated palpitation, dyspnea, dizziness, headache, 

muscle spasm related to tetany, paresthesis and syncope.3 Deja-vu or 

hallucination, which can make a referral to the epileptologist, have 
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been rarely reported.4 HVS tends to be presented in aged between 

15 and 55, occurs predominantly in women and sometimes have a 

history of psychosis.3 In the face of acute HVS, the clinician should ex-

clude neurological or non-neurological organic cause including le-

sions in the pons or midbrain tegmentum, liver disease, cardiac dis-

ease and epileptic seizures.1 The neurologic manifestation of hyper-

ventilation syndrome, such as “disorientation and twitching”, can be 

clinically misdiagnosed as epileptic seizures. Occasionally, complex 

partial seizure (arising particularly from insular cortex) may involve 

hyperventilation as part of aura, although this is usually accom-

panied by automatism and other obvious signs of seizure.1 

Hyperventilation is a well-established procedure for seizure provo-

cation during performance of EEG, and the American EEG society 

(AEEGS, 2004),5 International League Against Epilepsy6 and National 

Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence7 all recommend that hy-

perventilation need to be performed as part of a standard EEG. It 

have been well known that many forms of epileptic seizures can be 

provoked by voluntary hyperventilation, especially effective in gener-

alized epilepsies.2 A large-scaled study reported that 3-Hz general-

ized spike and waves were provoked by hyperventilation in 88% of 

234 patients with childhood absence epilepsy.8 On the other hand, it 

is not clear whether hyperventilation can activate the partial seizures, 

such as our case. In recent published cases of seizures, the incidence 

of partial seizures during hyperventilation was more variable; with a 

range from none in 159 patients9 up to 24.7% of 97 patients.10

A rebuild-up of the high amplitude slow waves at 20-60 seconds 

after the hyperventilation ended is well known characteristic EEG 

pattern in pediatric moyamoya disease.11 It may be located in cen-

trotemporal areas and be unilateral or bilateral. In this case, the elec-

trographic seizure activities which was the evolving pattern of local 

slowing with bilateral synchronous generalized discharges could be 

distinguished from typical rebuild-up.1 In contrast, a recent large-scaled 

study reported that electrographic seizures were observed in 12 of 

103 patients with adult moyamoya after cerebral revascularization.12 

Since we did not evaluate the status of cerebral vasculatures, the 

possibility of moyamoya syndrome as an etiology of de novo partial 

onset seizures could not be ruled out. 

EEG is one of the most important procedures for an accurate diag-

nosis of patients with altered mental status including HVS and epi-

leptic seizures. Because treatment and prognosis of these conditions 

were different, accurate diagnosis should be crucial. However, EEG is 

not widely used in emergency department. 

Our case suggests that EEG can be more useful modality for accu-

rate diagnosis and treatment in cases with altered mentality and 

should be more considered in emergency department, even in a typi-

cal case with HVS. 
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